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SnapPoll+
Live, Interactive Polls
Engage your audience in real time
Easy to create
Create the polls for your event and publish in a
matter of minutes. You’ll be up and running for
your event in no time at all!
Easy to complete
Decide how you want your respondents to answer
your questions. Use a range of pre-built options or
customise the answer type as you build your poll.
Participants can choose from among answers that
you predefine. You can allow voters to select just
one answer or allow them to choose multiple
answers.
Easily Accessible
Participants can access and complete the polls on
the device of their choosing. It works equally well
on tablets, smartphones and personal computers.
Live Timing, Live Results
Set the time limit in which participants can provide
responses and then display the results live during
your presentation. It’s a great way to stimulate
conversation and enhance audience participation.

The power of Fulcrum
Every person at your event can register to use the
webapp so you can draw interesting insights from
the audience composition. You also have a list of
all attendees for later reference.
Integrated with Fulcrum
If you’re running an internal event all your
employees who are registered on KPMG Fulcrum
will have immediate access to the poll so they
don’t need to register just for the event.
Secure
Your polls and their results are secure at all times.
The robust security of KPMG Fulcrum ensures
that everything is encrypted and only those people
who you choose are able to access the result
Analyse
Results from your event are stored permanently
on KPMG Fulcrum so you can access them after
your event for further analysis and reporting.
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